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Partial Scan Image Capture Increases Speed of Vision Processing

K

eeping up with high-speed packaging and material handling applications can lead to compromises in machine vision inspection. One solution that meets and exceeds the speed
requirement is to limit the image area using a partial scan instead of the full image. Todays highspeed shutter cameras with partial scan capability allow vision systems to perform up to 16,000
inspections per minute.

How Partial Scan Cameras Work
Vision sensor cameras scan the image and break it into horizontal lines starting from the top
down. The camera and setup software allow users to scan varying amounts of the image, with a
minimum of 12 lines at the center, down to full image of 484 lines. By scanning a partial image, it
is possible to save up to 15.3 ms off of the standard 16.7 ms frame image capture rate. A partial
image can be captured as fast as 1.4 ms for 12 lines worth of scanned image. Depending on the
complexity of the image processing, it takes another 1.2 to 2.3 ms. Total time per inspection
could be 2.6 to 3.7 ms. At that speed, it is possible to complete 16,000 inspections per minute.
In this example, Omrons F160-S2 camera is combined with a F160-C10E-2 or F160-C15E-2
visions sensor controller. The example below left shows a full image scan at 512 by 484 lines
compared to 512 by 192 line partial scan image on the right.

Full image scan

Partial image scan

The number of lines in the image that are scanned vary depending whether the camera is set to
field or frame mode. In Frame Capture mode, 16 partial scan line settings from 484 to 12 lines
are available. In Field Capture mode, 9 partial scan line settings from 484 to 24 lines are available.
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Typical Applications for Partial Scan Image Processing
Packaging

Food and Beverage packaging

Pharmaceutical

Semiconductor/Electronics

For more information:
Contact Omron customer service online for the name your nearest certified Omron vision specialist, or you may call 847-843-7900.

For information on Omrons new products,
visit the Whats New website at http://www.whatsnew.omron.com.
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